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Navigating your freight spend and carrier RFPs can be a daunting project, especially 
with the added pressure for costs to decrease and service levels to rise. In 2022, we saw 
unprecedented levels of tender rejections (~30% at its peak), increasing fuel costs, 
unexpected mergers and bankruptcies – and a growing demand to adopt new technology. 
How will you ensure your company is managing its freight spend in the optimal way?
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What is a Transportation RFP?
A key procurement process in the logistics industry is conducting a formal Transportation RFP 
(Request for Proposal). This detailed bid event is a call to action from shippers and distributors 
to align the right transportation partners with their business, publishing rates and capacity for a 
given period of time. Typically, the shipper notifies its incumbent and newly considered carriers of 
the upcoming RFP event, and shortly after, releases a larger packet including all origin, destination, 
commodity, legal, and procedural details.

To get the most accurate and effective bid from your carrier network, it’s critical to have a detailed 
process outlining all relative expectations and information. Setting the strategy beforehand will 
dictate the results and service provided from your carriers – but where do you start and spend your 
efforts? Understanding how your freight spend is distributed across lanes can be an eye-opening 
practice. For example, 85% of the average shipper’s lanes makeup only 20% of total shipping 
volume, and only 28% of total annual transportation spend (DAT Freight & Analytics, 2022). 

Developing Your Transportation RFP
Strategy. Preparation. Execution. Analysis. Implementation.
Creating an effective, thorough bid can be achieved by following five key stages and aligning your 
organization’s goals to the questions posed at each step. No two company’s RFPs are the same – 
set these guidelines based upon your own freight characteristics and needs, not  what a carrier or 
3PL insists other customers are doing.

Strategy
What portion of my freight should be available for bidding? What value do I assign to service or my 
incumbents? What freight belongs in the spot market?

Source: DAT Freight & Analytics, 2022
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Preparation
Do I have accurate and clean data? What level of granularity is my data? What carriers and 3PLs do I 
include? Do I have all of my forecasts completed? What are my targets and goals being communicated?

RFP
Will I be using a TMS or software? What is the timeline and how many rounds should I conduct? How are the 
bid packet and contracts documented? What are the capacity commitments? 

Analysis
How will I be comparing providers? What weights do I assign to each vendor characteristic?

Implementation
How will freight be awarded? How is this being communicated and confirmed? What are the contractual and 
legal requirements in place? How will the routing guide and freight be tendered?

When to Outsource
Before conducting your bid, its critical to assess your organization and team’s capabilities. Although 
important, there is much more to a Transportation RFP than just lane rates and service levels.
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After reviewing the RFP process outlined above, does your company have a similar program in place? Does 
your organization have the ability to conduct a thorough Transportation RFP? If you really want to achieve 
optimal logistics performance, watch out for these subtle signs that outsourcing RFP management to Velis 
would strengthen results:

•    Your company struggles to set KPI benchmarks that ensure performance
•    Incumbent carriers are not performing in terms of important KPIs
•    Primary published rates are much higher than what you see on the spot market
•    Your company has trouble finding reliable service in your more volatile lanes
•    Freight is managed by individual facilities, rather than a centralized strategy
•    Software and tools available are limited to Excel

Velis can guide your firm through the entire process, from developing your market strategy and RFP packet 
to analyzing multiple rounds of carrier rate submissions for final awards and implementation – all while 
achieving your most important objectives.

No matter the mode or product, Velis has decades of industry experience to provide expertise for your 
entire Logistics & Transportation network. It doesn’t just stop with 3PL / Carrier negotiations – we have the 
capability and resources to also establish or optimize your private fleet.

Sources:
https://www.freightwaves.com/news/echo-ceo-recession-coming-but-next-capacity-crunch-is-baked-in
https://ratrucking.com/trucking-industry-forecast-for-2022-the-top-5-trends/#:~:text=This%20year's%20forecast%20by%20the,freight%20trucking%20by%2024%20percent.
https://resources.coyote.com/source/steps-to-better-rfp
https://schneider.com/resources/best-practices/how-to-create-an-effective-transportation-request-for-proposal
https://blog.intekfreight-logistics.com/how-to-prepare-freight-logistics-rfp
https://resources.coyote.com/source/how-to-outsource-rfp

Get in touch with Velis today  
so we can help your firm Engineer A Better Way. 

govelis.com     CForaker@govelis.com     330.606.7379


